**Education, how Alfa and Omega work**

Definition
Instrument is an object that is done by some person.

Definition
Iron is something that makes the surface flat.

Definition
Profession is what person does with some instrument.

Definition
Professional is some person who fulfills some profession.

Definition
Break in a person is some health problem.

Definition
Trauma is some break in a person that is caused by instrument.

**Theorem on Ability.**
In order to become professional for some person it is enough to learn on how to use some instrument.

Proof.
When a person learns how to use some instrument a person becomes professional since now the person is able to use instrument.

QED

**Theorem on Professions.**
Any profession eventually leads to trauma in a person.

Proof.
Let us consider some Profession. It means that there exists some professional who fulfills this profession. Hence there exists some instrument that is been used by some person.

Instrument is some object that people did. Let us prove that this object leads to trauma in some person.

Let us prove that any object what people do leads to trauma.

Any object what people do works based on finite set of rules that include rules of arithmetic. Example, hammer works based on the number of hits on the nail.

By Godel Theorem (see [1]) any such set of rules contains a statement that can not be proved or disproved using this set of rules. In other words, there is a combination of steps (situation) in this instrument (object) when it works in unpredictable way that is not written in the usage instructions for this instrument.

Hence the person who uses this instrument does not know this situation and can not handle it properly. Hence eventually it leads that the person is broken (it might mean also mental overhead since person is told that the instrument is absolutely safe for usage).

QED

Definition
Event is some happening (example, birthday).

Definition
Higher Conscience is a conscience that has more knowledge that all people have at any given time.
Theorem on Probability.
There is no probability in events.
Proof.
Assume that there is a probability in events. This means that those events can be described by probability theory. Probability theory includes rules of arithmetic. By Godel Theorem this Theory contains some statement that can not be proved or disproved by this Theory. Such statement is “Higher Conscience exists”. Why? If Theory of Probability would prove that “Higher Conscience exists” hence this Theory would become false since obviously “Higher Conscience does not play dices”. If Theory of probability would disprove this statement, it would prove that “Higher Conscience does not exist”. But it is easy to prove that “Higher Conscience exists”. Because only Higher Conscience could teach people about number Pi that describes the perfect wheel but which people never seen and hence they would never knew about this number.
QED

Definition
Shishnjuk (serpent) is some person that pretends he does not know Theorem on Professions.

Theorem on Shishnjuk.
All people are shishnjuk.
Proof.
All people have some profession here and there since they use instruments, and they know about traumas.
QED

Definition
Agni is some person who knows that all are shishnjuk.

Theorem on Agni.
At some point of time there comes Agni.
Proof.
Agni comes because Agni read Theorem on Professions and sees traumas. Because of that Agni understands that all are shishnjuks.
QED

Definition
Iron “Al-Om” makes the visible world flat so that there are no instruments.

Theorem on Arithmetic
There is only arithmetic (visible world is arithmetic).
Proof.
There is no probability in events. Hence everything is sequential. In other words, arithmetical.
QED

Consequence.
Iron “Al-Om” exists.
Proof.
It exists because no one wants traumas. Hence all will remove instruments.
QED
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